Abstract
h i=1 G i = (∪ h i=1 V i , ∪ h i=1 E i ).
43
An (edge) covering of a graph G is a set of subgraphs {G i , i = 1, . . . , h} such that
following observation is useful when bounding minimum rank from above by using a covering to exhibit 45 a low rank matrix. 
47
The path cover number P(G) of G is the smallest positive integer m such that there are m vertex-48 disjoint induced paths in G such that every vertex of G is a vertex of one of the paths. Path cover 49 number was first used in the study of minimum rank and maximum eigenvalue multiplicity in [12] (since 50 the matrices in S(G) are symmetric, algebraic and geometric multiplicities of eigenvalues are the same, 51 and since the diagonal is free, maximum eigenvalue multiplicity is the same as maximum nullity). In [12] 52 it was shown that for a tree T , P(T ) = M(T ); however, in [4] it was shown that P(G) and M(G) are the minimum rank of a graph will be less than or equal to the sum of the minimum ranks of the subgraphs 100 in a covering of it. Since every C t (K r ) can be covered by t copies of K r graphs, each of minimum rank 101 1, mr(C t (K r )) ≤ t and (r − 2)t ≤ M(C t (K r )).
102
The zero forcing number can be used to bound the maximum nullity from above. There are many 103 possible zero forcing sets of minimum cardinality, but it suffices to exhibit one for each of the two cases 104 r = 3 and r ≥ 4 (see Figure 2 ).
Figure 2: The zero forcing sets for the complete ciclos C t (K 3 ) and C t (K r ).
105
Case r = 3: A set Z consisting of t−1 cycle vertices and one noncycle vertex adjacent to the cycle vertex 106 that is not in Z is a zero forcing set of t vertices.
107
Case r ≥ 4: Let Z consist of all the cycle vertices and for each K r , all but one of the noncycle vertices.
108
Then Z is a zero forcing set because there will always be at least one black noncycle vertex in each
109
K r that will force the one white noncycle vertex, coloring the entire graph. Note that |Z| = (r −2)t.
110
In either case, M(
Definition 2.5. The complete estrella, denoted S t (K r ), is the estrella of the complete graph K r , with 113 t, r ≥ 3 (note that K r is vertex and edge transitive). A vertex in S t (K r ) that is not the star vertex, not 114 a starneighbor vertex, and not a cycle vertex is called a standard vertex.
115
The order of S t (K r ) is (r − 1)t + 1, and S t (K 4 ) is planar and 3-connected.
116
Theorem 2.6. For t ≥ 3 and r ≥ 4, mr(S t (K r )) = t + 2 and M(S t (K r )) = Z(S t (K r )) = (r − 2)t − 1.
117
Proof. Note that |S t (K r )| = (r −1)t+1. Since S t (K r ) can be covered by t copies of K r (each of minimum 118 rank 1) and one K 1,t (of minimum rank 2), mr(S t (K r )) ≤ t + 2 and (r − 2)t − 1 ≤ M(S t (K r )).
119
Define a set Z consisting of all cycle vertices and all but one standard vertices; note |Z| = (r − 2)t − 1.
120
We claim Z is a zero forcing set. 
126
Theorem 2.7. For t ≥ 3, mr(S t (K 3 )) = t and M(S t (K 3 )) = Z(S t (K 3 )) = t + 1.
127
To show that mr(S t (K 3 )) ≤ t, we construct a matrix of rank t in S(C t (K 3 )) and extend it to a matrix in 130 S(S t (K 3 )) without changing the rank of the matrix. Number the vertices of C t (K 3 ) as in Figure 3 . Define the t × t matrix B to be
Note that the sum of each of the rows and the sum of each of the columns equal zero. Then the 2t × 2t
has rank A = t. Extend the matrix A to the (2t + 1) × (2t + 1) matrix
Note that B T B shares properties with B in that for each row and column, the sum is zero as well.
139
Thus the entries of the new column 2t + 1 of A is the sum of the columns of A, and, similarly for the 140 rows. Thus rank A = t, and and vertex v shown in the figure (this figure also includes numbering that will be used later). A house 146 ciclo is C t (H 0 ) = C t (H 0 , e).
147
The house ciclo C 4 (H 0 ) is shown on the right in Figure 4 . Note that the order of C t (H 0 ) is 4t and Observation 2.9. For t ≥ 3, P(C t (H 0 )) ≤ t, because Figure 5 shows how to create a covering with t 150 paths.
151
Figure 5: The method for creating a covering of C t (H 0 ) by t paths.
Theorem 2.10. For t ≥ 3, M(C t (H 0 )) = t and mr(C t (H 0 )) = 3t.
152
Proof. Because house ciclos are outerplanar, Theorem 1.3 and Observation 2.9 give the following upper 153 bound for the maximum nullity of
154
Using the obvious covering of the house ciclo C t (H 0 ) by the set of t houses H 0 , and the fact that 155 mr(H 0 ) = 3, we have the same lower bound on maximum nullity:
order t + 1, so for t odd, Z(C t (H 0 )) ≤ t + 1. For odd t ≤ 9, it has been established by use of the software
168
[6] that Z(C t (H 0 )) = t + 1.
169
2.4 House estrella S t (H 0 ) 170 Definition 2.12. A house estrella is S t (H 0 ) = S t (H 0 , e, v) (where v and e are as shown in Figure 4 ).
171
The house estrella S 4 (H 0 ) is shown in Figure 6 . Note that the order of S t (H 0 ) is 4t + 1 and S t (H 0 ) 172 is planar and 3-connected.
173
Figure 6: The house estrella S 4 (H 0 ).
We adopt the following convention for numbering the vertices of S t (H 0 ). We start the numbering The star vertex is numbered 4t + 1.
177
Theorem 2.13. For t ≥ 3, mr(S t (H 0 )) = 3t and M(S t (H 0 )) = t + 1.
178
Proof. In Theorem 2.10, it was shown that mr(C t (H 0 )) = 3t, and since C t (H 0 ) is an induced subgraph
Next, we will construct a specific matrix A ∈ S(C t (H 0 )) having rank A = 3t that we can extend to a 182 matrix A such that G(A ) = S t (H 0 ) and rank A = 3t, thus showing that the minimum rank of S t (H 0 ) 183 is also 3t. The sum of the adjacency matrix of C t (H 0 ) and the 4t × 4t identity matrix is the 4t × 4t matrix
188
a vector x such that Ax = b and for
rank A = rank A and G(A ) = S t (H 0 ). Thus it suffices to show that b is in the range of A.
194
To prove b ∈ range A, we show that b ∈ (ker A) ⊥ and apply the fact that for any real symmetric 
. . .
To show that the vectors v i , i = 1, . . . , t are null vectors of A it is sufficient to observe that
Next, we show that the vectors v i , i = 1, . . . , t are linearly independent, viewing these vectors as block 
and for 2 ≤ r ≤ t,
Corollary 2.14. For even t ≥ 4,
Proof. The zero forcing set Z of Theorem 2.11 together with the star vertex is a zero forcing set of order 228 t + 1 and the result then follows from Theorem 2.13.
229
For t odd, there is a zero forcing set of order t + 2, so for t odd, Z(S t (H 0 )) ≤ t + 2. For odd t ≤ 9, it 230 has been established by use of the software [6] that Z(S t (H 0 )) = t + 2. A half-house ciclo is a ciclo of half-houses house ciclos, and are omitted.
239
Observation 2.16. For t ≥ 3, P(C t (H 1 )) ≤ t.
240
Theorem 2.17. For t ≥ 3, M(C t (H 1 )) = t and mr(C t (H 1 )) = 3t.
241
Theorem 2.18. For even t, 242 Z(C t (H 1 )) = t.
243
In the case t is odd, Z(C t (H 1 )) ≤ t + 1.
244
2.6 Full house ciclo C t (H 2 )
house with both diagonals in the square, as shown on the left in Figure 8 . The symbol H 2 also designates 247 the specific edge e and vertex v, as shown in this figure (this figure also includes numbering that will be 248 used later). A full house ciclo is a ciclo of full houses C t (H 2 ) = C t (H 2 , e). The full house ciclo C 4 (H 2 ) is also shown in Figure 8 . Note that the order of C t (H 2 ) is 4t and 250 mr(H 2 ) = 2. We adopt the following convention for numbering the vertices of C t (H 2 ). We start the 
254
Theorem 2.20. For t ≥ 3, M(C t (H 2 )) = Z(C t (H 2 )) = 2t and mr(C t (H 2 )) = 2t.
255
Proof. We can bound the maximum nullity from below by bounding the minimum rank from above 256 using a covering of C t (H 2 ) with t copies of the full house. Since a full house has minimum rank 2 and with that house to avoid duplication). To see that Z is a zero forcing set, examine the first full house.
263
Since vertices 1, 2, and 3 are black, the other two vertices in house 1 are forced, which means the next 264 house already has its first vertex 5 = 4(2 − 1) + 1 black, in addition to 6 and 7. This process will continue 265 around the ciclo until we reach the last full house, house t, which now has vertices 4(t − 1) + 1, 4(4 − 1) + 2, 266 and 1 colored, so the remaining 2 vertices in this house can be forced. Since |Z| = 2t,
and we have equality throughout. The cycle ciclo C 4 (C 6 ) is shown in Figure 9 . The order of C t (C r ) is (r − 1)t and C t (C r ) is outerplanar. Observation 2.22. For t ≥ 3, P(C t (C r )) ≤ t.
276
Theorem 2.23. For t ≥ 3, M(C t (C r )) = t and mr(C t (C r )) = (r − 2)t.
277
Theorem 2.24. For even t ≥ 4, 278 Z(C t (C r )) = t.
279
In the case t is odd, Z(C t (C r )) ≤ t + 1. 
Complete estrellas and house estrellas as duals

283
The next theorem and our previous results show that complete estrellas and house estrellas provide a 284 negative answer to Questions 1.4 and 1.5.
285
Theorem 3.1. The dual of the complete estrella S t (K 4 ) is the house estrella S t (H 0 ).
286
Proof. Since S t (K 4 ) is a 3-connected graph, its dual is independent of how it is drawn in the plane, so 287 we draw S t (K 4 ) with the star vertex in the center, as shown in Figure 10 . Each K 4 together with the 288 star vertex produces a house as its dual, so ignoring the infinite region we obtain the house ciclo C t (H 0 ) 289 as the dual. The last step to creating the dual is to add a dual point that represents the infinite region 290 outside the S t (K 4 ), and it connects to the vertex numbered 3 of each house (with numbering as in Figure   291 4), creating the house estrella S t (H 0 ) shown in Figure 10 . 
307
In analogy with the rank spread, the null spread and the zero spread were defined in [7] . The null spread 
Proof. We exhibit a zero forcing set Z for C t (K r ) − v such that |Z| = (r − 2)t − 1 (here r ≥ 3). Since
, by Observation 4.2 n v (C t (K r )) = 1, and thus M(C t (K r ) − v) = (r − 2)t − 1.
325
When exhibiting a zero forcing set, we separate C t (K 3 ) from C t (K r ) with r ≥ 4. For each of these two 
Proof. First let v be the star vertex of
, so by Theorems 2.4 and 2.7,
For any vertex v that is not the star vertex, we exhibit a zero forcing set 
Figure 12: The zero forcing sets for S t (K 3 ) − v for v a starneighbor vertex and v a cycle vertex.
Proof. First let x be the star vertex of S t (K r ) with r ≥ 4. Then S t (K r ) − x = C t (K r ), so by Theorems 350 2.4 and 2.6, n x (S t (K r )) = z x (S t (K r )) = −1. For any vertex v that is not the star vertex, we exhibit a 351 zero forcing set Z for S t (K r ) − v of order (r − 2)t − 2, and as in Theorem 4.3 this establishes the result.
352
The zero forcing sets Z are illustrated as black vertices in Figure 13 . 
Edge spreads of complete ciclos and estrellas
361
In analogy with the rank, null, and zero spreads for vertex deletion, spreads for edge deletion were defined 362 in [7] . Let G be a graph and e be an edge in G. The rank edge spread of e is r e (G) = mr(G) − mr(G − e).
363
The null edge spread of e is n e (G) = M(G)−M(G−e). The zero edge spread of e is z e (G) = Z(G)−Z(G−e).
364
Clearly, for any graph G and edge e of G, r e (G) + n e (G) = 0 [7] .
365
Observation 4.6.
[13] For any graph G and edge e of G, −1 ≤ r e (G) ≤ 1 and thus −1 ≤ n e (G) ≤ 1.
366
Theorem 4.7.
[7] For every graph G and every edge e of G,
368
It is known that although the bounds on the zero edge spread are the same as the bounds on the null 369 edge spread, they are not comparable [7] . As with vertex spread, under certain circumstances we can use 370 one spread to determine the other.
371 n e (G) ≥ z e (G), and so if z e (G) = 1, then n e (G) = 1 (equivalently, r e (G) = 0).
373
An edge is classified based on its vertices. For a complete ciclo, there can be three types of edge: 
377
Theorem 4.9. For any edge e, M(C t (K r ) − e) = Z(C t (K r ) − e) = (r − 2)t − 1, or equivalently,
378
n e (C t (K r )) = z e (C t (K r )) = 1.
379
Proof. We exhibit a zero forcing set Z for C t (K r ) − e such that |Z| = (r − 2)t − 1 (here r ≥ 3). Since
, by Observation 4.8 n e (C t (K r )) = 1, and thus M(C t (K r ) − e) = (r − 2)t − 1.
382
When exhibiting a zero forcing set, we separate C t (K 3 ) from C t (K r ) with r ≥ 4. The zero forcing sets Z 383 are illustrated as black vertices in Figure 14 . The zero forcing sets for C t (K 3 ) − e (e a cycle-cycle edge and e a noncycle-cycle edge) and C t (K r ) − e with r ≥ 4 (e a cycle-cycle edge, e a noncycle-noncycle edge, and e a noncycle-cycle edge).
Case C t (K 3 ): There are two types of edges e, a cycle-cycle edge and a noncycle-cycle edge. For a 385 cycle-cycle edge e = {u, w}, Z consists of the noncycle vertex in a K 3 that contains u but not w, and 386 every cycle vertex except u and w. For a noncycle-cycle edge e = {v, u}, let v be the noncycle vertex of e 387 and let u be the cycle vertex of e. Then Z consists of every noncycle vertex except for the one adjacent 388 to u.
389
Case C t (K r ): There are three types of edges: cycle-cycle, noncycle-noncycle, and noncycle-cycle.
390
For e a cycle-cycle edge or noncycle-noncycle edge, Z consists of all cycle vertices except for one of the 391 two cycle vertices in K r − e and all but one noncycle vertex in each K r or K r − e; in the case that e is a 392 noncycle-noncycle edge, the noncycle vertex in K r − e that is not in Z must be an endpoint of e (this is 393 relevant when r ≥ 5). For a noncycle-cycle edge, Z consists of all the cycle vertices, all but one noncycle 394 vertex in each K r , and all but two noncycle vertices in the K r − e; one of the two noncycle vertices in 395 K r − e that is not in Z must be an endpoint of e (this is relevant when r ≥ 5).
396
Theorem 4.10. For every edge e, M(S t (K 3 ) − e) = Z(S t (K 3 ) − e) = t, or equivalently, n e (S t (K 3 )) = Proof. There can be 6 types of edges: cycle-cycle, standard-cycle, cycle-starneighbor, standard-standard
408
(if r ≥ 5), standard-starneighbor, and star-starneighbor. For any edge e that is not a star-starneighbor 409 edge, we exhibit a zero forcing set Z for S t (K r ) − e of order (r − 2)t − 2, and as in Theorem 4.9 this 410 establishes the result. The zero forcing sets Z are illustrated as black vertices in Figure 16 .
411
Let e be a standard-cycle edge, a cycle-starneighbor edge, or a standard-standard edge. Let u be a 412 cycle vertex that is not an endpoint of e and is in the K r − e. Then Z consists of all cycle vertices, all 413 standard vertices in each K r (or K r − e) except those that contain u, and all but one of the standard 414 vertices in the K r and K r − e that contain u.
415
For a cycle-cycle edge e = {w, u}, Z consists of all cycle vertices except w and u, all standard vertices 416 in each K r (or K r − e) except those that contain u, all but one of the standard vertices in the K r and 417 K r − e that contain u, and the starneighbor vertex in the K r and K r − e that contain u.
418
For a standard-starneighbor edge, choose one cycle vertex u in the K r − e. Then Z consists of all 419 cycle vertices except for u, all standard vertices in each K r except the K r that contains u, all standard 420 vertices in K r − e, and all but one of the standard vertices in the one K r that contains u. The zero forcing sets for S t (K r ) − e for e a standard-cycle edge, a cycle-starneighbor edge, a standard-standard edge, a cycle-cycle edge, a standard-starneighbor edge, and a star-starneighbor edge (with r ≥ 4).
